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Abstract

The non-detectability of NH· · ·N hydrogen bonds in nucleic acids due to exchange broadened imino/amino pro-
tons has recently been addressed via the use of non-exchangeable protons for detecting internucleotide2hJNN
couplings. In these applications, the appropriate non-exchangeable proton is separated by two bonds from the
NH· · ·N bond. In this paper, we extend the scope of this approach to protons which are separated by four
bonds from the NH· · ·N moiety. Specifically, we consider the case of the commonly occurring sheared G·A
mismatch alignment, in which we use the adenine H2 proton to report on the (A)N6H61,2 · · ·N3(G) hydrogen
bond, in the presence of undetectable, exchange broadened N6H61,2 protons. Two sequences, the ‘straight-
through’ (H6)N6N3H2 and ‘out–and–back’ H2N6N3 experiments, are presented for observing these correlations
in H2O and D2O solution, respectively. The sequences are demonstrated on two uniformly15N,13C labelled DNA
samples: d(G1G2G3T4T5C6A7G8G9)2, containing a G3·(C6–A7) triad involving a sheared G3·A7 mismatch, and
d(G1G2G3C4A5G6G7T8)4, containing an A5·(G3·G6·G3·G6)·A5 hexad involving a sheared G3·A5 mismatch.

Introduction

The detection of NH· · ·N hydrogen bonds via2hJNN
correlated spectroscopy has become a cornerstone of
nucleic acid structure determination by NMR (Dingley
and Grzesiek, 1998; Pervushin et al., 1998; Majumdar
et al., 1999a,b; Dingley et al., 1999, 2000; Wohn-
ert et al., 1999; Jiang et al., 1999b; Kettani et al.,
1999, 2000a,b; Dingley et al., 2000; Hennig and
Williamson, 2000; Luy and Marino, 2000). Follow-
ing the original HNN–COSY experiment (Dingley and
Grzesiek, 1998; Pervushin et al., 1998), which cor-
relates hydrogen bonded imino/amino protons with
the donor and acceptor nitrogens, new methodology
has evolved rapidly, such as the soft HNN–COSY
(Majumdar et al., 1999a) and subsequent improve-
ments (Dingley et al., 2000), for correlating far upfield
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donor nitrogens with far downfield acceptor nitrogens.
The recent detection of4hJNN (Liu et al., 2000) and
3hJNCO (Dingley et al., 2000) couplings to monitor
N–H· · ·C=O hydrogen bonds in nucleic acids, has
further bolstered the possibilities in this field. These
techniques have been applied not only to the iden-
tification of Watson-Crick base pairing (Dingley and
Grzesiek, 1998; Pervushin et al., 1998; Dingley et al.,
1999; Jiang et al., 1999b) but have also significantly
impacted studies of higher order nucleic acid struc-
tures containing unusual motifs with non-canonical
hydrogen bonding schemes. Applications to A·A (Ket-
tani et al., 1999) and G·G mismatches (Kettani et al.,
1999; Wohnert et al., 1999), tandem G·A mismatches
(Wohnert et al., 1999), T·A and C+·G Hoogsteen
(Dingley et al., 1999) and A·U reverse Hoogsteen
(Wohnert et al., 1999) base pairing, and sheared
G·A mismatches (Kettani et al., 2000a, b) have been
reported in a variety of contexts. As an important
consequence, the identification of well-known struc-
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tural elements such as G·G·G·G tetrads (Kettani et al.,
2000a,b; Dingley et al., 2000) and G·C·G·C tetrads
(Majumdar et al., 1999b) as well as novel motifs such
as A·(G·G·G·G)·A hexads (Kettani et al., 2000a) and
G·(C–A) triads (Kettani et al., 2000b) has been greatly
facilitated through the use of2hJNN correlated spec-
troscopy. One application of HNN–COSY to His–His
side chain contacts in proteins (apomyoglobin) has
also been reported (Hennig and Geierstanger, 1999).
Reviews summarizing some of the above work have
appeared recently (Gemmeker, 2000; Mollova and
Pardi, 2000).

An important base pairing alignment observed in
nucleic acids is the sheared G·A mismatch, in which
the minor groove of guanine aligns with the major
groove of adenine (Figure 1a). Sheared G·A mis-
matches have been observed as a frequent feature
within structures of purine rich sequences in duplex
DNA (Hirao et al., 1989, 1994; Li et al., 1991; Chou
et al., 1992, 1997; Maskos et al., 1993), higher-
order DNA architectures (Kettani et al., 2000a, b)
and ligand–DNA aptamer complexes (Lin and Patel,
1997; Lin et al., 1998). They have also been detected
as conserved building blocks in RNA architecture
(Heus and Pardi, 1991; Szewczak et al., 1993; Jucker
et al., 1996), in peptide–RNA complexes (Cai et al.,
1998; Legault et al., 1998; Jiang et al., 1999a) and in
ribozymes (Pley et al., 1994; Cate et al., 1996). The
sheared G·A mismatch pair is characteristically in-
volved in cross-strand stacking, and is unusual in that
the Watson–Crick edges of both guanine and adenine
are available for further base pair alignments.

From Figure 1a, it is seen that the sheared G·A mis-
match is defined by two NH2 · · ·N hydrogen bonds in-
volving (a) the guanine amino protons (N2H21,2) and
N7 nitrogen of adenine and (b) the adenine amino pro-
tons (N6H61,2) and the N3 nitrogen of guanine. Under
conditions of slow rotation of the NH2 group about
the exocyclic C2–N2 bond, the (G)N2H21,2 · · ·N7(A)
bond may be identified using the soft HNN–COSY
type of experiments (Majumdar et al., 1999a; Ding-
ley et al., 2000), which correlate the guanine N2H2
protons with the N7 nitrogens of adenine via the
trans-hydrogen bond2JN2N7 coupling. Under simi-
lar circumstances, the (A)N6H61,2 · · ·N3(G) bond is
easily addressed using the HNN–COSY experiment
(Dingley and Grzesiek, 1998), to correlate the adenine
N6H2 protons with the guanine N3 nitrogen via the
2hJN6N3 coupling.

A serious problem which plagues the detection of
2JNN couplings in nucleic acids is the vulnerability of

both imino and amino protons to exchange broaden-
ing effects: imino protons are susceptible to chemical
exchange with solvent, and amino protons are often
rendered undetectable due to intermediate exchange
resulting from rotation about the exocyclic C–N(H2)
bond. Under these conditions, the (G)N2H2 · · ·N7(A)
may be identified using the H(CN)N(H) class of
experiments (Majumdar et al., 1999b; Hennig and
Williamson, 2000; Luy and Marino, 2000), in which
the non-exchangeable H8 proton of adenine is corre-
lated with the N2 nitrogen of guanine via thetrans-
hydrogen bond2hJN2N7 coupling. These experiments
have been successfully applied to conclusively prove
the existence of a G·C·G·C tetrad, a G·G·G·G tetrad
and an A·(G·G·G·G)·A hexad in two separate DNA
fragments (Majumdar et al., 1999b; Kettani et al.,
2000a). Hennig and Williamson (2000) applied the
same approach to the HIV TAR RNA–argininamide
complex to unambiguously identify a previously de-
bated U–A·U base triple, where the uridine imino
proton involved in the reverse Hoogsteen A·U base
pair was undetectable due to chemical exchange with
water. Luy and Marino (2000) have carried out sim-
ilar experiments to investigate NH· · ·N bonds and
their dynamics in RNA. In addition to solving the
exchange broadening issue, the H(C)NN(H) type of
experiments may also be carried out at higher tempera-
tures, as well as in D2O solution, and are therefore free
of water-suppression and saturation transfer related
problems.

The establishment of the2hJN6N3 coupling
across the (A)N6H2 · · ·N3(G) hydrogen bond un-
der exchange-broadened conditions, presents a far
more difficult challenge, since the nearest non-
exchangeable proton – H2 of adenine – is re-
motely located from the site of the hydrogen bond.
In our laboratory, such a situation was encoun-
tered during an NMR study of the DNA quadruplex
d(G1G2G3C4A5G6G7T8)4, shown schematically in
Figure 2a. NOE data suggested that the molecule
adopts an A5·(G3·G6·G3·G6)·A5 hexad motif (detail
shown in Figure 2b), similar to the A·(G·G·G·G)·A
hexad observed previously in d(GGAGGAG)4 (Ket-
tani et al., 2000a). The hexad involves alignment
of two structural motifs: a G3·G6·G3·G6 tetrad core
and a sheared G3·A5 base pair, which is critical
to the formation of the hexad. Evidence for the
hexad came from (G)NH2 · · ·N7(A,G) cross peaks in
soft HNN–COSY spectra (Majumdar et al., 1999a)
and (A,G)H8· · ·N2(G) cross peaks in H(C)NN(H)
spectra (Majumdar et al., 1999b). However, a vi-
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a sheared G·A mismatch indicating the (A)N6–H6· · ·N3(G) and (G)N2–H2· · ·N7(A) hydrogen bonds correlated by
the2hJN6N3 and2hJN2N7 coupling constants, respectively. (b, c) Magnetization transfer pathways used in the H2N6N3 (b) and (H6)N6N3H2
pulse sequences for correlating the (A)H2 proton (ω2) with the (G)N3 nitrogen (ω1).

tal piece of information, namely, evidence for the
(A5)N6H6· · ·N3(G3) hydrogen bond, eluded us, since
the A5 amino (N6H61,2) protons were severely ex-
change broadened. An examination of the1H–15N
HSQC spectrum (0◦C) at very low contour levels
revealed broad H61,2–N6 cross peaks separated by
∼0.5 ppm, suggesting the possibility of weak hy-
drogen bonding and, consequently, a small2hJN6N3
coupling constant. The combination of exchange
broadening and small2hJN6N3 resulted in no observ-
able (A5)N6H6–N3(G3) cross peaks in the HNN–
COSY spectrum and it became neccessary to use non-
exchangeable protons to probe this critical hydrogen
bond. The nearest non-exchangeable proton appro-
priate for this purpose happens to be H2 of adenine
(Figure 1a), which is separated from the N6 nitrogen
by four bonds. This neccessitated the development of
a different route to detect the2hJNN coupling on such
a remote proton.

In this work, we present pulse-sequences to es-
tablish the presence of the (A5)N6H6· · · N3(G3)
hydrogen bond using the H2 proton as a reporter.
Two different magnetization transfer strategies are

presented: an out and back method (the H2N6N3 ex-
periment) which is well-suited for samples in D2O
solution, and a straight-through (the (H6)N6N3H2
experiment) approach which is appropriate for sam-
ples in H2O solution. In the process, we extend
the scope of non-exchangeable proton detected2hJNN
correlated spectroscopy to include reporter protons
which are removed from the hydrogen bond site
by two magnetization transfer steps (see below).
The methods are first demonstrated on the system
d(G1G2G3T4T5C6A7G8G9)2 (Figure 2c) whose solu-
tion structure has recently been determined by NMR
(Kettani et al., 2000b), and contains a G3·(C6–A7)
triad element (Figure 2d) in which G3 and A7 form
a sheared G·A mismatch. This is a good test sys-
tem, since all exchangeable proton resonances within
the triad are observable, and therefore, the2hJN7N2
and 2hJN6N3 are readily detectable by a combina-
tion of HNN-COSY and soft HNN-COSY techniques,
which serve to validate the results of the H2N6N3
and (H6)N6N3H2 experiments. The techniques are
then extended to the d(GGGCAGGT)4 system in order
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Figure 2. Schematic representations of the systems studied in this work: the d(G1G2G3C4A5G6G7T8)4 molecule (a) (excluding the terminal
T8), in which the A5·(G3·G6·G3·G6)·A5 hexad motif (b) contains a sheared G3·A5 mismatch, and the d(G1G2G3T4T5C6A7G8G9)2 molecule
(c) in which the G3·(C6·A7) triad motif contains a sheared G3·A7 mismatch (d).
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to establish the presence of the A·(GGGG)·A hexad
motif.

NMR spectroscopy

The objective in the detection of the (A5)N6H6· · ·N3
(G3) hydrogen bond via the H2 proton of adenine is
to correlate H2 (ω2) with the N3 nitrogen of guanine
(ω1). Although H2 is separated from N6 via four inter-
vening bonds, thecoupling pathwayis much shorter,
since H2 is directly coupled to C6 via a 10–11 Hz
3JCH long-range coupling (all coupling constant in-
formation has been obtained from Wijmenga and van
Buuren (1998)). Furthermore, the1JC6N6 coupling is
also fairly large (20–22 Hz). Therefore, two mag-
netization transfer steps (via3JH2C6 and 1JC6N6) are
sufficient to correlate H2 with N6, which can then
communicate with N3 through the2hJN6N3 coupling.
The two complementary approaches to achieve the
desired objective (the H2N6N3 and (H6)N6N3H2)
experiments) are described below in detail.

The out-and-back (H2N6N3) method

In this straightforward scheme (Figure 1b), magne-
tization originates and terminates on the H2 proton.
The pulse sequence is shown in Figure 3a. The mag-
netization transfer pathway (ignoring trigonometeric
coefficients) until the beginning of the t1 period is
outlined briefly below:

H2y

3JH2C6−→ H2xC6z
90H

y ,90C
x−→ H2zC6y

1JC6N6−→ H2zC6xN6z
90C

y ,90N
x−→ H2zC6zN6y

2hJNN−→ (H2zC6zN6y+ H2zC6zN6xN3z)

90N
y−→ (H2zC6zN6y+ H2zC6zN6zN3x) (t1)

A symmetrical sequence of steps returns the mag-
netization to the H2 proton for detection (t2).
The final spectrum consists of auto peaks cen-
tered at H2(ω2),N6(ω1) and cross peaks centered at
H2(ω2),N3(ω1). Details pertaining to the use of se-
lective pulses and tuning of delays, are described in
the legend to Figure 3a. The most critical issue in this
sequence is the N6→ N3 transfer period whose total
duration is 4× Tnn (Figure 3a). Since the N6 mag-
netization is anti phase with respect to the H2 proton
throughout this period, it is not feasible to carry out

1H decoupling. This proves to be costly, especially if
Tnn is necessarily long due to a small value for2hJNN
(in this study: 4× Tnn ∼ 100 ms), because of ex-
tensive dipolar relaxation of the N6 nitrogen with its
two attached protons. In fact, it was impossible to
perform this experiment in H2O solution, especially
at temperatures below 20◦C because of unfavorable
relaxation. Above 20◦C, the hydrogen bond weak-
ened even further, thereby reducing the2hJNN coupling
and lowering the sensitivity beyond detectable limits.
One possible solution to the problem was to generate
in phase C6 magnetization via H2–C6 heteronuclear
cross-polarization (Majumdar et al., 1993; Zuiderweg,
1990). However, simulations showed that in the pres-
ence of a large, competing1JH2C2 coupling, hetero-CP
transfer via the much smaller3JH2C6 is highly ineffi-
cient (< 1%). Due to the rather small chemical shift
difference between C2 and C6 (∼2–3 ppm), it was
not possible to achieve exclusive H2–C6 cross polar-
ization without interference from the1JH2C2 coupling
pathway. The easier solution lay in performing the
experiment in D2O, where the exchangeable amino
protons are replaced by2H. Proton decoupling may be
replaced with deuterium decoupling (Grzesiek et al.,
1993) during the Tnn period, resulting in significantly
reduced dipolar relaxation of the N6 coherence. An is-
sue in this context is whether isotopic substitution has
any deleterious effect on the2hJNN coupling constant
itself, which might further compromise the sensitivity
of the experiment. Measurement of2hJNN couplings
in the d(GGGTTCAGG)2 system, indicates (data not
shown) that the2hJNN values are identical within
0.2–0.3 Hz, upon going from H2O to D2O solution.

The relaxation of the N6x,yH2z coherence will also
be affected by the T1 of the H2 proton, especially if
Tnn is long. Fortunately, the H2 proton is a reasonably
slow relaxing nucleus because of the relatively low
proton density in its vicinity.

The straight-through ((H6)N6N3H2) method

The magnetization transfer pathway, shown schemat-
ically in Figure 1b, originates on the amino (H61,2)
protons and terminates on the H2 proton. The pulse-
sequence is shown in Figure 3b and a product operator
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Figure 3. Pulse sequences for the H2N6N3 (a) and (H6)N6N3H2 (b) experiments. Narrow and thick solid lines represent high power 90◦
and 180◦ pulses, respectively, applied with phasex wherever unspecified. Open rectangles indicate low power square pulses. Solid and open
sine-bell lobes indicate shaped pulses. High power pulses were applied with rf field strengths of 45 kHz (1H), 18.5 kHz (13C) and 6.6 kHz
(15N). The1H carrier was placed at 4.8 ppm in all experiments. (a) The13C carrier was centered at 159 ppm. During the 2× Tch period, a
2 ms G3 pulse (Emsley and Bodenhausen, 1990) was used to prevent excitation of the C4 resonances (δC4 ∼ 151–154 ppm) in order to refocus
the3JH2C4 coupling (∼11 Hz). The delay Tch was adjusted to refocus the1JH2C2 (∼200 Hz) coupling. During the 2× Tcn period, the same
2 ms G3 pulse was used to avoid excitation of the C5 resonance (δC5 ∼ 120 ppm) to refocus the1JC6C5 coupling (∼75 Hz in adenine). The
15N carrier was centered at 82 ppm (N6) until pointa (indicated with an arrow) where it was switched to 120 ppm, and back to 82 ppm at
point b (arrow), and finally to 220 ppm at pointc (arrow). During the 2× Tnn period, the intraresidue2JN6N1 coupling (∼5 Hz) is active. This
needs to be avoided, especially if2hJNN < 2JN6N1 (as in the case under study). N1 excitation was avoided by employing a cosine-modulated
G3 pulse with two excitation points, at the N6 (80 ppm) and N3 (160 ppm) frequencies. The pulse duration (2.8 ms) was carefully adjusted
to avoid phase distortions of the N6 coherence (Sklenár et al., 1999) (the Varian softwarepulsetoolwas used for simulation purposes). The
2H carrier was centered at 4 ppm and WALTZ16 (Shaka et al., 1983) decoupling was carried out using an rf field strength of 1 kHz. Delays
used were: Tch = 14.5 ms, Tcn = 9 ms, Tnn = 25 ms. 4 kHz GARP (Shaka et al., 1985)13C and 1 kHz WALTZ1615N decoupling
were employed during acquisition. Phase cycles:φ1 = x,−x,φ2 = x, x,−x,−x,φ3 = 4(y),4(−y),φ4 = 8(y),8(−y),φR = x,−x,−x, x.
Quadrature-detection alongω1 was achieved via States-TPPI (Marion et al., 1989) phase cycling ofφ2 andφ3. All gradients were applied
as rectangular z-gradients, of duration 0.5 ms and strength∼15 G/cm. (b) rf field strengths used for the XY-16 sequence were 45 (1H) and
4.5 kHz (15N). The 1H WALTZ16 decoupling field strength was 6.25 kHz. Water-flipback (Grzesiek and Bax, 1993) and WATERGATE
(Piotto et al., 1992) was achieved using 1.9 ms square pulses.15N carrier shifts,13C,15N shaped pulses and the delays Tch, Tcn and
Tnn were identical to those in Figure 2a. Tnh = 5.5 ms, δ = 2.75 ms (1/4JNH), ε = Tnn − Tcn and γ = Tch− Tcn. Phase cycling:
φ1 = x,−x,φ2 = x, x,−x,−x,φ3 = 4(x),4(−x),φ4 = 8(x),8(−x),φR = 4(x,−x),4(−x, x). Quadrature-detection alongω1 was achieved
via States-TPPI phase cycling ofφ1 andφ2. For the H8N9N3 experiment, the H2N6N3 sequence was modified as follows:13C carrier: 140 ppm;
15N carrier: 165 ppm betweena andb, 170 ppm otherwise. The shaped13C pulse in the center of the TCH period was replaced by a hard,
18.5 kHz pulse, and the hard15N pulse in the center of the Tcn period was replaced by a 2.0 ms G3 pulse. Delays were: Tch= 1.3 ms,
Tcn= 10 ms, Tnn = 25 ms. During acquisition (t2), no15N decoupling, and 3.3 kHz13C, GARP decoupling was employed.

outline is as follows:

N6y(H6,1z+ H6,2z)
1JN6H6−→ N6x ,

2hJNN−→ (N6x+ N6yN3z)

90N
x−→ (N6x+ N6zN3y) (t1)

90N
x−→

(N6x+ N6yN3z)
2hJNN−→

1JC6N6−→ N6yC6z
90C

x ,90N
x−→ N6zC6y

1JC6N6−→
3JC6H2−→ C6yH2z

90H
x ,90C

x−→ C6zH2y

3JH2C6−→ H2x (t2)

To achieve efficient transfer between exchange
broadened NH2 protons and the N6 nitrogen, an XY-
16 CPMG sequence (Gullion et al., 1990; Mueller
et al., 1995; Mulder et al., 1996) was employed. The
quenching of exchange broadening rates under spin-
locked conditions depends on a variety of factors such
as exchange lifetimes, chemical shift differences of the
exchanging protons, strength of the spin-locking field,
pulse repetition rates and relaxation effects (Krishnan
and Rance, 1995). For the system under study, we
examined the competing effects of relaxation and ro-
tational exchange as a function of temperature. The
1D spectra in Figures 4a–d, show the temperature de-
pendence of INEPT and CPMG-based intra-residue
H61,2 → N6 → C6→ H2 transfer efficiencies, at
600 MHz (1H). It is clear that in the temperature range
10–30◦C, intermediate exchange-broadening and fa-
vorable relaxation conditions prevail and therefore,

spin-locking has a dramatic effect on signal intensity,
with almost an order of magnitude enhancement at
20◦C. At lower temperatures, under slow exchange
conditions, unfavorable relaxation effects dominate,
to significantly attenuate the spin-locking enhance-
ment. At higher temperatures, in the fast exchange and
favorable relaxation regime, the INEPT and CPMG in-
tensities tend to become comparable. However, weak
hydrogen bonds may not be stable enough at higher
temperatures. Therefore, the optimal temperature is
the one where the CPMG based transfer is most ef-
ficient without compromising the hydrogen bond sta-
bility. In our study, we chose 20◦C to carry out these
experiments on the basis of the results in Figure 4 and
melting properties of the sample.

As discussed above, N6-H dipolar relaxation dur-
ing the long Tnn period is active and may degrade the
sensitivity. However, since the N6 coherence is in-
phase with respect to proton,1H decoupling is feasible
in this experiment and consequently, N6 relaxation is
less severe. In addition, since a number of transfer
steps may be concatenated in this sequence, it is sig-
nificantly shorter (typically 120–140 ms) relative to
its out-and-back counterpart (typically 180–200 ms),
which further ameliorates relaxation effects. Other is-
sues pertaining to the timing of delays and selective
pulses are identical to the H2N6N3 experiment.
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Assignment of N3 resonances

An important issue in this experiment is the assign-
ment of the guanine N3 resonances. This was achieved
via an H8(ω2) → (N9,N3)(ω1) COSY experiment
(H8N9N3), a precursor to which has been described
previously (Kettani et al., 2000b). The sequence is a
simple modification of the H2N6N3 sequence. Exper-
imental details are provided in the legend to Figure 3,
and a brief product operator description (until the
beginning of the t1 period) is given below:

H8y

1JH8C8−→ 90H
y ,90C

x−→ H8zC8y

1JC8N9−→ H8zC8xN9z
90C

y ,90N
x−→ H8zC8zN9y

2JN9N3−→ (H8zC8zN9y+ H8zC8zN9xN3z)

90N
y−→ (H8zC8zN9y+ H8zC8zN9zN3x)(t1)

A symmetrical sequence of steps returns magnetiza-
tion to the H8 proton for detection. The spectrum
consists of H8(ω2),N9(ω1) (auto) and H8(ω2),N3(ω1)
(cross) peaks of opposite signs. Once H8 protons are
assigned independently, the N3 resonances may be
identified from the H8N9N3 COSY spectrum.

Experimental methods

All experiments were recorded on uniformly13C,15N
labeled samples of d(G1G2G3T4T5C6A7G8 G9)2 (Fig-
ure 5) and d(G1G2G3C4A5G6G7T8)4 (Figure 6), in
99% D2O solution for the H2N6N3 experiment, and
in 95% H2O/5% D2O solution for the (H6)N6N3H2
experiment, at a temperature of 20◦C. For the
d(G1G2G3T4T5C6A7G8G9)2 system, sample concen-
trations were 1.5 and 3 mM (oligomer concentration)
for the H2N6N3 and (H6)N6N3H2 spectra, respec-
tively. For the d(G1G2G3C4A5G6G7T8)4 sample, a
3 mM sample was used for both spectra. All data were
recorded on Varian Inova spectrometers operating at
600 MHz (1H), equipped with four rf channels, and
actively shielded triple-resonance z-gradient probes.
Data were processed using Felix 97.0 (Molecular
Simulations, Inc.) software.

Results and discussion

The H2N6N3 and (H6)N6N3H2 sequences were
test-driven on the DNA sample d(G1G2G3T4T5
C6A7G8G9)2, consisting of a G1·G2·G8·G9 tetrad and

Figure 4. Comparison of INEPT and XY-16 based CPMG se-
quences for H61,2 → N6 transfer as a function of tempera-
ture, in the A5 residue of the d(G1G2G3C4A5G6G7T8)4 sample.
One-dimensional spectra were recorded at 14.1 T (600 MHz,1H fre-
quency), using a modification of the sequence shown in Figure 3b,
adopting a H61,2 → N6→ C6→ H2 pathway. The delay time
Tnh was optimized for maximum intensity (in the range 5–5.5 ms),
wherever possible.

a G3·(C6–A7) triad, whose solution structure has re-
cently been solved by NMR in our laboratory (Kettani
et al., 2000b; Al-Hashimi et al., in press). Within
the triad element, the G3 and A7 residues pair via a
sheared G·A alignment (Figure 2d). All exchangeable
protons in the triad are sharp and well-defined, and
therefore, all N–H· · ·N hydrogen bond connectivities
are readily identified using combinations of HNN–
COSY and soft HNN–COSY experiments (data not
shown). Figures 5a and 5b show regions of H2N6N3
and (H6)N6N3H2 spectra, respectively, of this sys-
tem. Both spectra are identical in content, consist-
ing of (A7)H2–N6(A7) (auto) and (A7)H2–N3(G3)
(cross) peaks (of opposite signs), and thereby report on
the (A7)N6H6· · ·N3(G3) hydrogen bond via the non-
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Figure 5. (a) H2N6N3 and (b) (N6)H6N3H2 spectra (20◦C, 600 MHz,1H frequency) showing (A7)H2–N6(A7) (auto) and (A7)H2–N3(G3)
(cross) peaks establishing the (A7)N6H61,2 · · ·N3(G3) hydrogen bond in the sheared G3·A7 mismatch within the G3·(C6-A7) triad motif of the
d(G1G2G3T4T5C6A7G8G9)2 molecule (Figures 2c,d). For both spectra, 64 transients were acquired with 544 (t2) × 50 (t1) complex points,
spectral widths of 8000 (ω2) × 7000 (ω1) Hz, relaxation delays of 1.6 (a) and 1.5 (b) seconds and total data collection time of about 3 h.

exchangeable H2 proton of A7. N3 assignments were
obtained from a previously described variation of the
H8N9N3 COSY experiment (Kettani et al., 2000b).
The2hJN6N3 coupling measured from the H2N6N3 and
(H6)N6N3H2 spectra (3.2 Hz) was in close agreement
with that obtained from the HNN-COSY spectrum
(3.4 Hz).

Figures 6a and 6b show regions of H2N6N3
and (H6)N6N3H2 spectra respectively, recorded on
the larger d(G1G2G3C4A5G6G7T8)4 system, consist-
ing of (H2–N6) (auto) and (H2,N3) (cross) peaks,
thereby unambiguously establishing the existence of

an (A5)N6H6· · ·N3(G) hydrogen bond. The H2,N3
cross-peak is easily assigned to G3 from the H8N9N3
COSY spectrum in Figure 6c, showing (H8–N9) auto-
and (H8–N3) cross-peaks belonging to the five gua-
nine residues in the molecule. The H8 proton assign-
ments were made independently, based on NOE and
H(CC)NH TOCSY (Fiala et al., 1996) data. With this
observation, the validation of the sheared G3·A5 base
pair and consequently, the A5·(G3·G6·G3·G6)·A5
hexad, is complete.

A calculation of the2hJN6N3 coupling constant
based on the ratio of the cross and diagonal peak
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Figure 6. (a) H2N6N3 and (b) (N6)H6N3H2 spectra showing (A5)H2–N6(A5) (auto) and (A5)H2–N3(G3) (cross) peaks establishing the
presence of the (A5)N6H61,2 · · ·N3(G3) hydrogen bond in the sheared G3·A5 mismatch within the hexad motif of the d(G1G2G3C4A5
G6G7T8)4 system (Figures 2a,b). The H8N9N3 spectrum (c) shows H8–N9 (auto, solid contours) and H8–N3 (cross, grey contours) peaks
belonging to the five guanine residues in the sample, used for assigning the H2–N3 cross peak in (a) and (b) to the G3 residue. All spectra were
recorded at 20◦C on a Varian INOVA spectrometer operating at 600 MHz (1H). Data acquisition details: (a). transients: 160, complex points:
544 (t2) × 75 (t1), spectral widths: 8000 (ω2) × 6000 (ω1) Hz, relaxation delay: 1.6 s, total data collection time: 13 h. (b) transients: 160,
complex points: 512 (t2) × 75 (t1), spectral widths: 7000 (ω2) × 6075 (ω1) Hz, relaxation delay: 1.5 s, total data collection time: 13 h. (c)
transients: 160, complex points: 544 (t2) × 60 (t1), spectral widths: 8000 (ω2) × 1720 Hz, total data collection time: 12 h.

(Vuister and Bax, 1993; Dingley and Grzesiek, 1998)
yielded a value of 1.7±0.5 Hz. This low value is
in keeping with the weakness of the hydrogen bond
indicated by HSQC spectra (see Introduction).

As mentioned above, the relative sensitivity of the
two experimental approaches depends on a number of
factors, and therefore, direct comparison is often diffi-
cult. The H2N6N3 sequence is longer, but N6–2H re-
laxation is more favorable in D2O. The (H6)N6N3H2
method is shorter by almost 40%, but is affected by
N6–H61,2 dipolar relaxation during the 4× Tnn pe-
riod, and depends rather critically on the extent to
which exchange-broadening of the H61,2 resonances
is quenched by spin-locking. In the d(GGGCAGGT)4
system, the H2N6N3 sequence clearly performs bet-
ter than the (H6)N6N3H2 experiment at 600 MHz.
Whether this is an outcome of the competitive fac-
tors discussed above or due to technical reasons such

as a long-term degradation in spectrometer perfor-
mance under spin-locking conditions, is not clear at
the moment.

In summary, we have presented two experimental
approaches to identify (A)N6H6· · · N3(G) sheared
G·A mismatches using the non-exchangeable H2 pro-
ton of adenine as a reporter. These techniques serve
as useful alternatives under conditions of severe ex-
change broadening of hydrogen bonded amino pro-
tons. For small2hJN6N3 coupling constants, such as
in the present study, these experiments are likely to be
successful for intermediate-sized molecules in the 10–
15 kD range. For larger2hJN6N3 couplings, they are
likely to be applicable to even larger systems. Devel-
opment of methods for addressing more challenging
systems is currently in progress.
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